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ABSTRACT
This research presents a process for simplifying video la-
beling and feature generation when building classification
systems from real classrooms. Using video from a single,
wide-angle recording of a live classroom, we create a low-
level feature set of posture primitives built on keypoints from
OpenPose. We use that feature set to build a posture recog-
nition model of“natural labels”built from a scripted posture
video using the same classroom. This model provides auto-
matic labels for the real classroom data. We then derive a set
of interpretable descriptors to characterize student-specific
posture pattern dynamics. We show that those descriptors
are able to discriminate between subtle differences in learn-
ing activities in a real college classroom.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The field of research into classroom sensing technologies and
data mining is growing. One goal of this work is to provide
automated feedback to instructors about anything from la-
tent states of the students to overt actions by the teacher
[15]. The motivation for this work is usually to empower
teachers and scaffold instructional development without al-
ways relying on human consultants [13].

The promise of this field is high, but so are the costs. Tech-
nical staff and software development are all expensive. Addi-
tionally, labeling video data in order to derive insights about
student interactions is particularly time-consuming and dif-
ficult. This study describes an attempt to reduce that cost.
We used a freely available posture analysis tool (OpenPose)
to produce keypoint data for human postures which we then
used to build a generic set of labels for a class of students.
Our goal was to simplify both the application and inter-
pretability of data labels.

2. RELATED WORK
Emerging technologies for sensing pedagogical events in live
classrooms include the detection of overt student behaviors
(e.g., hand raising and gaze direction [1]), latent states (at-
tention and engagement [16, 12]), and instructor actions
(e.g., questions, activity sequences, gestures, and physical
location in the room [3, 7, 11, 14]). Each approach has its
own trade-offs in terms of reliability and effort required, but
the models all require a dictionary of human-labeled body
postures. Data annotation is time-consuming work requir-
ing special expertise. For example, one must choose between
coding in real-time [9, 10] or post-hoc [12, 16], and whether
or not to use assisted label production [17].

Feature generation is a related but different concern. Ed-
ucation researchers may want to build models on compre-
hensible features, such as the words used during teachers’
questions [3, 14], or the gestures students and teachers ex-
hibit during interactions [5, 4, 7, 12, 16]. While it is possible
to use a “kitchen sink” approach to quickly assess the suc-
cess of an algorithm and its inputs, education researchers
may prefer to use features that can be observed and under-
stood by the end-user. This way the instructors using their
systems might be able to make changes based on the model
output, e.g., [2].

3. MOTIVATION
High-quality video cameras are ubiquitous. Researchers in
education and machine learning can quickly generate large
volumes of dynamic, rich data from the classroom. When
turning video into data, education researchers traditionally
code classroom videos using any number of methodologies
[8]. Each approach for annotating and interpreting video
data takes a significant amount of training and time.

To this end we present the following case study in which we
demonstrate a pipeline that requires only minimal resource
investment on the part of the experimenter, including the
time it would normally take to define, identify, and verify
student gestures. We propose that this savings is possi-
ble without sacrificing the interpretability of a human-coded
feature set. To test the pipeline, we designed an easy and
accessible feature generation strategy which we then tested
against the most difficult in-class dataset we could imagine.

Figure 1 illustrates our workflow, broken into the following
stages: (1) We collect a video recording (scripted posture
data, section 4.2) with synchronized, scripted posture pat-
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Figure 1: Workflow

terns commonly observed in classrooms; (2) We fit super-
vised machine learning models to automatically recognize
the scripted posture patterns (section 5.1); (3) Using video
from a real classroom (section 4.1), we demonstrate the util-
ity of those auto-estimated posture patterns by applying the
posture detection models to the real classroom dataset to
discriminate between class conditions (section 5.2).

4. DATA SOURCES & AUTO-LABELING
Here we describe our data collection and analysis. We con-
ducted the study at Carnegie Mellon University in the Spring
semester of 2019. We generated model data from a group
of volunteers, and target data from a class of real students.
All students signed IRB-approved consent forms.

4.1 Real Classroom Data
In selecting a use-case for our approach we chose a class
that embodied a traditional lecture-based class. We worked
with a semester-long graduate level course on “Applied Data
Science” (ADS) in Spring 2019. There were 22 enrolled stu-
dents, all of whom could fit in a single frame of a wide-angle
camera (Marshall CV505). The camera faced the rows of
students, and the instructor was not in frame. We recorded
throughout the entire semester of bi-weekly, 75-minute ses-
sion. We collected 22 sessions for a total of about 30 hours
of class time.

The format of the class was almost completely dominated
by professor lecture. Halfway through the semester the stu-
dents were put into groups for their final projects. During
that second half of the semester, student groups took turns
giving short presentations throughout the second session of
each week. We used this naturally occurring difference in
class format to inspire our classification problem. We thus
generated two main class conditions: those led by the pro-
fessor (i.e. Professor-Lead), and those led by groups of stu-
dents giving project presentations (i.e. Peer-Lead). In the
Professor-Lead condition (16 sessions), students listened to
the professor lecture and were permitted but never required
to ask questions. In the Peer-Lead condition (6 sessions),
students listened to groups of peers take turns giving a short
presentation describing their progress on an ongoing class
project. After each presentation, all students were allowed
to ask questions, and a random selection of students were
required to ask questions for participation points.

Our goal was to model generic student posture patterns
as descriptors to discriminate between Professor-Lead and
Peer-Lead. From a naive perspective, the postures of the stu-
dents in each condition were virtually indistinguishable. We
chose this objectively difficult classification problem in order

Figure 2: A snapshot of scripted posture video in which volun-
teers were performing one of the scripted action of Checking
Phone

to stress-test our approach. Our proposition was that stu-
dents in either condition might have different internal states
related to their expectation of learning useful information
(Professor-Lead) vs. their potential requirement to ask a
question (Peer-Lead), but that we would not have predic-
tions about which gestures might reveal those latent states.
This is a “good enough” test of our goal of building a prac-
tical process that could eventually be of some potential use
to researchers who are likely to test less fuzzy classification
problems.

4.2 Generic Student Posture Descriptors
To address our goal of helping researchers create descrip-
tors without deep, costly annotation, we designed an ap-
proach that would create a catalogue of possible postures
students exhibit in a typical class. We began by creating a
7-minute video of 11 volunteers arranged in the same seats
as the students from the ADS class. Using the same equip-
ment as would be used in the real class, we led the volun-
teers through a series of scripted movements. The “Scripted
Posture Video” section of our workflow (Figures 1 and 2)
comprises these data. The volunteers did not know what
the prompts would be in advance, and their behaviors ap-
peared natural. We guided them through 13 generic posture
patterns: Checking Phone, Looking at Computer, Looking
Down, Looking Up, Looking at front-left, Looking at front-
right, Looking Left, Looking Right, Performing Q&A, Talk-
ing to neighbor, Raising hand (left and right) and Writing.
We chose this list as a comprehensive representation of ob-
servable posture patterns in real classrooms when students
listen to lectures. There are additional gestures we could
have included, such as sleeping, eating, or drinking. How-
ever, this seemed outside of the scope of training on only the
most frequent and probable behaviors rather than trying to
include every conceivable movement that might exist.

Our next step was to produce an underlying set of low-level
features for defining these generic posture patterns. Table 1
is a partial list of the 24 frame-by-frame features we created
from OpenPose keypoints [6]. OpenPose1 is a freely available
toolkit for identifying physical landmarks, or “keypoints,”
on human figures in a picture, as shown in Figure 3 (left).
Each keypoint is part of a 2-D array of real-valued numbers
(Figure 3, right plot). In this analysis we only use upper
body keypoints, including head, neck, and arms.

1https://github.com/CMU-Perceptual-Computing-
Lab/openpose



Feature Name Description
neck nose neck nose distance
Lshoulder nose left shoulder nose distance
Rshoulder nose right shoulder nose distance
rHand nose right hand nose distance
lHand nose left hand nose distance
nose neck h nose neck horizontal displacement
nose neck v nose neck vertical displacement
nose shoulder angle nose neck angle w.r.t shoulder
rElbow angle right elbow angle
lElbow angle left elbow angle

Table 1: A partial list of low-level features used in the posture
recognition machine learning model

Figure 3: An example of OpenPose toolkit keypoints for a
given frame of real classroom data (left); and the upper body
keypoints used in our analysis (right)

We designed the features from Table 1 based on our pro-
fessional experience performing student observation and an
analysis of how groups of keypoints move together to pro-
duce gross postures. For example, the features rHand nose
and lHand nose each measure the vertical distances between
the nose and the hand. These distances can indicate verti-
cal hand movements, e.g., as seen in hand-raising. “Nose-
neck” related features (e.g. nose neck h or nose neck v) can
indicate left/right head movements. With these low-level
features in hand we then applied them to the scripted pos-
ture data and train a random forest classifier for recognizing
posture patterns. We compiled a training set with each data
point representing a person-frame pair and labeled each data
point with labels naturally available from scripted posture
data. We then fit several independent binary classifiers, each
predicting the binary label of whether a given posture pat-
tern occurred.

Our hope was that by having 11 different people perform the
scripted movements in their own unique fashion, the model
would be exposed to a sufficient amount of variability—such
as one would expect to see in a the real world. We worked
from the assumption that this would at least reduce the need
for building and applying a precise annotation manual. This
allowed us to quickly compile a posture-recognition model.

5. RESULTS
In this section, we present the frame-by-frame posture recog-
nition model (section 5.1) using our generic behavior labels
from the scripted posture dataset (4.2). We then applied
that model to the ADS dataset (4.1), automatically labeling
the posture patterns frame-by-frame. We derive descriptors
from each 5-min segment of classroom video based on those
machine labels, and built a classifier to discriminate between

the two class conditions. The Peer-Lead segments of video
did not include periods of question-asking after student pre-
sentations. This was meant to maximize surface similarity
between the two conditions and provide a challenging test.

5.1 Posture Patterns Recognition
Table 2 summarizes the Area Under Curves scores (AUCs)
for binary classifiers predicting whether a given posture pat-
tern occurred in the appropriate position. An AUC rating of
0.50 is equivalent to chance, which means that check-phone,
for example, does not have a reliable posture pattern as a
composition of its keypoint structures. However, the model
is able to identify head movement in left, right and up direc-
tions somewhat more reliably than other types of subtle head
movements, such as look-down, look-front-left or look-front-
right. Hand-raising postures and writing are also found to be
relatively easier to identify. Similar to check-phone, actions
without clear movement patterns exhibit low performance,
i.e., look-at-computer, Q&A, and talking-to-partner.

Posture AUC Posture AUC
Patterns Scores Patterns Scores

check-phone 0.51 look-up 0.80
look-at-computer 0.63 look-left 0.84
look-down 0.53 look-right 0.88
look-front-left 0.67 writing 0.81
look-front-right 0.75 raise-left-hand 0.81
Q and A 0.63 raise-right-hand 0.84
talk-to-partner 0.60

Table 2: Area Under Curve (AUC) scores from binary classi-
fiers each predicting whether or not a given posture pattern
has occurred, from leave-one-person out cross-validation ex-
periment.

5.2 Discriminating Class Conditions
In this section we report the results from testing the hy-
pothesis that there are discernible differences in students’
posture patterns between the Professor-Lead and Peer-Lead
class conditions. To answer this question, we formulated a
machine learning classification task in which we used the
descriptors derived from videos of the ADS class as input
(right part of Figure 1). For output labels we used the class
conditions. In creating the training dataset, we extracted a
series of non-overlapping 5-minute segments from the real
classroom videos and computed a list of statistics based
on predicted student-by-student, frame-by-frame probabil-
ities of posture patterns from the generic behavior model
described in section 4.2. For each 5-minute video segment
we derived five statistical values (mean, standard deviation,
min,max, and median) summarizing the predicted probabil-
ities of each of the 13 posture patterns. As a result, we have
a training dataset with 65 features (13 posture patterns by
5 statistics) with each row representing a student-segment
pair. We use random forest to fit the model. For compari-
son, we also derived an independent set of low-level features
using only the keypoint structures described in Table 1.

We conducted two types of cross-validation experiments:
random split and leave-one-session-out. In random split
mode, the training and test datasets were constructed by
random selection from the pool of 5-minute video segments,



irrespective of the class sessions to which they belonged.
This design can yield relatively optimistic performance be-
cause of the likelihood that the segments from the same ses-
sion can appear both in training and testing. In the second
experiment, the split is based on class session, which results
in a more conservative measurement of discrimination.

Table 3 shows the AUCs for model discrimination between
Professor Lead vs Peer Lead using two different sets of input
variables and under two different experimental conditions.
The AUCs for each experimental design is beyond a random
chance of 0.5. Specifically, we note that AUC decreases when
using model-based descriptors compared to using a low-level,
less interpretable feature set derived directly from the key
points. The drop of AUC from random split to leave-one-
session-out cross-validation suggests that certain predictive
features are session specific and therefore make it difficult
to predict labels for an unseen session. Future work will
be of interest to identify those session specific features and
investigate their roles in predicting class conditions.

Input Variables Random Leave-One
Split Session Out

Posture-Model-based descriptors 0.72 0.64
Keypoint-based features 0.82 0.68

Table 3: Area Under Curve (AUC) scores for experiments
to discriminate between Professor-Lead and Peer-Lead
class conditions, comparing random split and leave-one-
session-out cross-validation designs.

In order to understand the features that contribute to dis-
criminating between the class conditions, we reviewed the
feature importance from the random forest model that used
interpretable posture-model-based descriptors as well as the
low-level keypoint features. Figure 4 shows a selection of
important and unimportant features from each approach.
As noted in the upper portion of Figure 4, the most impor-
tant input variables in the posture-based model are those
describing the variation of left and right head movements.
Other posture patterns, such as looking to the front, rais-
ing hands, and looking down did not play an important role
in the model. The bottom portion of the figure shows that
some of the important features were the distances between
students’ eyes and the angles between their nose and shoul-
ders. Some of the less important keypoint structures in-
cluded the relative angles of the left shoulder and elbow, as
well as the distance between the left shoulder and the nose.

6. DISCUSSION
In this project we explored methods for extracting posture-
related descriptors from videos of students in a real class-
room. We derived the posture labeling model from a video
of volunteers following scripted prompts. We extracted key-
point data from the videos using OpenPose, a freely avail-
able general purpose posture keypoints detection tool. We
then showed that this method of automatic labeling could
distinguish between two highly similar class conditions.

Large body movements such as hand raising and left/right
head shifting were the easiest for the model to detect, and
the most important descriptors in the posture model. In
terms of using labels that are easy to interpret, these types

Figure 4: A selection of posture-based descriptors (white) and
low-level features (gray) and their importance in a Random
Forest model for discriminating between class conditions.

of movements seem like a promising start. Without trying to
interpret those movements at this time, they were at least
important to the posture model. It maybe the case that
simply informing an instructor about these movements could
be a productive starting point for reflection.

Given that there were a number of features that did not
contribute to the models, and that the raw keypoint model
performed better than the derived model, we note that there
is a trade off between the accuracy of this approach on the
one hand, and its interpretability and transferability on the
other. When we look at the variance in Figure 4, we see indi-
cations that the importance of some features (and the lack of
importance of others) is more interpretable than the power
of different keypoint angles and vectors. These higher level
features say something about what students do differently
in different scenarios. Our point here is not to deduce what
those meanings are, but to show some of the student behav-
iors that are worth noticing. In terms of transferability, the
fact that we built these labels from a 7-minute session of
non-student volunteers shows that this approach may have
some potential as a one-to-many label generation method,
at least when the volunteers use the same classroom as the
target students.

Finally, we propose that the pipeline we explored in this
project, from feature generation to auto-labeling and from
data prepossessing to feature extraction, can all be gener-
alized to other teaching and learning scenarios in physical
classrooms. For researchers in this space, i.e., developing
classroom-based technologies for sensing behavior and pro-
viding automated feedback, our study may help simplify and
accelerate their work by simplifying annotation and antici-
pating features that the end-user can understand.
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